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Progress Puerto Rico to Rally in Miami at Debate 
 

 

June 25th, 2019 
Media Advisory – IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
On Tuesday Progress Puerto Rico  announced its participation in a pre-debate rally to raise awareness 
for Puerto Rico in advance of the Democratic Primary debate in Miami. Progress Puerto Rico will join 
like-minded partners and our supporters at the Torch of Friendship in Miami on Wednesday [6-7PM, 
June 26th] as we call on all Presidential candidates to make our island and people of Puerto Rico a focus 
in their campaigns. We’ll be joined by the sounds of the bomba drums, Puerto Rican leaders and a half 
dozen other organizations as we politically amplify our voice of our island nationwide. 
 

 
 

Progress Puerto Rico founder Isabel Villalón issued the following statement:  
 

"We’re proud to join with like-minded partners and our supporters in Miami this week as we 
call on all Presidential candidates to make our island and people of Puerto Rico a focus in 
their electoral campaigns. We’re looking for real solutions, engagement and those who will 
step up with real policy, perspectives and positions that reflect and represent our island and 
community at the national and federal level. Our island and people need advocates now 
more than ever – so much of the policy that directly impacts our island is shaped at the 
federal level – advancing progress in Puerto Rico will take having sincere partners who 
understand, are informed and in tune with the many needs of our diverse community.” 

 
Progress Puerto Rico PAC is the nation’s leading federal committee and non-partisan volunteer led 
movement solely dedicated to politically amplifying the voice of puertorriqueños both on and off the 
island at the federal level. Our goal is to fill the historic void and desperate need for electoral advocacy 
in order to protect and advance the interests of the island and people of Puerto Rico. 
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